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Abstract: The expanding fireball shortly after a heavy ion collision may be qualitatively
described by a condensate of color fields or gluons which is analogous to Bose-Einstein-
condensation for massive bosonic particles. This condensate is a transient non-equilibrium
phenomenon and breaks Lorentz-boost symmetry. The dynamics of color field condensates
involves collective excitations and is rather different from the perturbative scattering of
gluons. In particular, it provides for an efficient mechanism to render the local pressure
approximately isotropic after a short time of 0.2 fm/c. We suggest that an isotropic color
field condensate may play a central role for a simple description of prethermalization and
isotropization in the early stages of the collision.
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1 Introduction
Hydrodynamics can give a reasonable description of the dynamics of heavy ion collisions
if it applies already in rather early stages of the fireball. Fast interactions have to create
an approximately isotropic local pressure within a rather short time of about 0.5 fm/c. If
the strong gauge coupling αS(p) = g
2(p)/4pi determines the strength of the interactions of
gluons and quarks with momenta of the order of the effective temperature, the time scales
estimated from perturbation theory [1] are much too long in order to account for the early
validity of hydrodynamics. This discrepancy has been a puzzle for many years, see [2] for
a survey of recent works on this topic.
The early validity of hydrodynamics does not require that a thermodynamic equilib-
rium state is approximately reached. An effective temperature T , related to the kinetic
energy of the particles, may be established by a very rapid prethermalization [3]. Further-
more, isotropisation of the pressure can occur on time scales much shorter than the ones
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Figure 1. Time evolution of the isotropic condensate σ(t) (solid line) and cylindrical condensates
γ˜A(t) (dashed line) and γ˜B(t) (dotted line) in a homogeneous situation with initial condition σ˙(0) =
˙˜γA(0) = ˙˜γB(0) = 0. The initial values γ˜A(0) and γ˜B(0) have been chosen such that the longitudinal
pressure pl vanishes initially. The isotropic condensate vanishes initially, σ(0) = 0, and is generated
by the time evolution.
needed for thermal equilibration [4]. In a particle picture an approximate isotropisation of
the pressure requires scattering processes that can change the directions of momenta at a
sufficient rate. Many mechanisms have been proposed to achieve a fast isotropisation, for
example plasma instabilities [5–31], chaotic behavior [32–35] or strong coupling behavior as
simulated by AdS/CFT models [36–41], but none seems completely satisfactory so far. In
this note we propose that the dynamics of a gluon field condensate could provide a simple
mechanism for rapid isotropization.
More generally, we propose that a large number density of gluons may be the essential
ingredient to induce effective interactions that are substantially stronger than the ones
expected in perturbative QCD and could help to achieve early isotropisation and approxi-
mate validity of hydrodynamics. In other words, collective effects of many gluons are much
more efficient for isotropization than the individual scattering of single gluons.
The easiest description of a large gluon number may be a condensate of the gluon field,
corresponding to a “classical gluon field”. An isotropic energy momentum tensor can be
achieved by a field [42] of the form A0 = 0 (in Weyl or temporal gauge) and
A1 = σ
0, 0, 00, 0, i
0, −i, 0
 , A2 = σ
0, 0, −i0, 0, 0
i, 0, 0
 , A3 = σ
 0, i, 0−i, 0, 0
0, 0, 0
 . (1.1)
We develop a simple picture where an initial field with cylindrical symmetry and vanishing
longitudinal pressure develops rapidly into the isotropic field condensate (1.1), thereby
realizing an isotropic pressure. This is demonstrated in figure 1 which shows how an initially
vanishing isotropic field σ increases rapidly, generated by substantial fields with cylindrical
symmetry. In figure 2 we plot the corresponding values of longitudinal and transverse
pressure. Already at a very short time of about 0.2 fm an almost isotropic pressure is
realized. At this time the isotropic condensate σ is still rather small, demonstrating that
an approximate isotropization of pressure can also be due to the time evolution of fields that
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Figure 2. Time evolution of the transverse pressure ptr(t) (solid line), longitudinal pressure pl(t)
(dashed line) corresponding to the time dependent condensates as shown in figure 1. We also indicate
the energy density (t) (dotted line) and the averaged pressure p(t) = (2ptr(t) + pl(t))/3 = (t)/3
(dashed-dotted line).
are not rotation invariant. At t somewhat larger than 0.4 fm/c the isotropic condensate
has begun to dominate. For later times the evolution of the condensates and pressure
components may deviate substantially from figures 1 and 2 as we discuss below. It seems
unlikely, however, that this destroys the approximate isotropy of the pressure that has
been achieved at this stage. In any case, we expect that the isotropic condensate will start
to decrease at some moment. This may be due to the oscillatory tendency of classical
solutions, due to the production of incoherent particles, or simply due to the decrease of
the condensate energy density as a result of the expansion of the fireball. An isotropic
condensate may finally decay either directly into hadrons or into the quasiparticles of the
quark gluon plasma. In both cases the pressure remains isotropic. It is even possible than
an isotropic color field condensate survives in an approximate thermal equilibrium state of
a quark gluon plasma [42]. For the equilibrium state it will not play a leading role, however.
In the presence of a color field condensate also the properties of excitations or quasipar-
ticles are strongly modified. For example the effective cubic coupling between three gluons
becomes g2σ instead of g pTemp for perturbative QCD, with pTemp a characteristic momen-
tum associated to the particle distribution function realized for a corresponding effective
temperature. This will lead to an enhanced interaction strength for σ > pTemp/g. The
scattering amplitude for 2 → 2 scattering with exchanged momentum ∼ pTemp is boosted
to ∼ g4σ2/p2Temp instead of g2.
For an order of magnitude estimate of a possible condensate one may consider a time
of 0.3 fm/c and a temperature scale T = 0.61GeV, characteristic for heavy ion collisions at
the LHC. We take g =
√
4piαS(pTemp) ≈ 2.5 for a momentum scale pTemp ≈ 1.6T ≈ 1 GeV,
as given by the maximum of the black body spectrum p3nB(p, T ) for massless particles.
Equating the pressure for the condensate p = 2g2σ4 (see below) with the pressure of a
realistic QCD equation of state p(T ) ≈ 0.68 GeV4 one obtains σ ≈ 0.5 GeV, with lower
values if only a fraction of the pressure is attributed to the condensate. For these values
g2σ ≈ 3.1 GeV is of the order of gpTemp ≈ 2.5 GeV and even somewhat larger. As the
temperature scale decreases in later stages of the collision σ and pTemp both decrease.
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The “color field condensate” or “gluon field condensate” considered in this paper cor-
responds to a non-zero value of the vector potential Aµ, not to be confounded with the
“gluon condensate” or “glueball condensate” corresponding to non-zero value of the in-
variant 〈FµνFµν〉. It is considered here as a transient phenomenon of the non-equilibrium
situation in the early stages of the fireball and it vanishes in the vacuum.
In the thermodynamic limit a spatially constant condensate corresponds to macro-
scopic occupation numbers of gluons with vanishing momentum. For a finite particle
number, finite volume and a non-equilibrium situation the distinction between a conden-
sate and large occupation numbers for gluons with small momenta is not so clear. Still,
a description in terms of condensates or equivalent classical gluon fields may be a good
guide for phenomena where a large number density of low-momentum gluons plays a crucial
role. The possibility of condensates forming in heavy ion collisions has been investigated
recently in approaches different from ours [43–49]. We consider our picture of a color field
condensate as a simple way of catching some relevant features of non-equilibrium physics
with high gluon occupation numbers or distributions of gluon fields.
In this paper we concentrate on rotation symmetric gluon field condensates as discussed
in ref. [42]. For colored fields as the vector potential Aaµ the rotations are realized as
a combination of usual space-rotations with suitable gauge transformations. All gauge
singlets transform under rotations in the standard way. This holds, in particular, for the
energy momentum tensor. We emphasize that a locally isotropic condensate is not in
contradiction to the reduced symmetry of the fireball in a real scattering event — very
similar to the notion of a locally isotropic pressure.
Before starting, it may be useful to place the proposed color field condensate in the
more general context of Bose-Einstein condensation. Bose-Einstein condensation governs
the (many body) ground state at zero temperature and non-zero density for non-relativistic
massive bosons. Two aspects distinguish this phenomenon from other condensation phe-
nomena in relativistic quantum field theory such as the chiral or Higgs field condensate.
The first is that particle number conservation plays an important role for Bose-Einstein
condensation while this is not the case for the relativistic condensates. The second is that
the latter have a higher degree of symmetry, being invariant under Lorentz transforma-
tions. We discuss first the aspect of symmetries and comment on the role of conservation
laws later on.
The chiral and Higgs condensates are vacuum phenomena and therefore symmetric with
respect to the full Poincare´ group of rotations, Lorentz boosts and space-time translations.
For the traditional Bose-Einstein condensation this group is broken down to a smaller
subgroup. The highest degree of symmetry is maintained for the (somewhat hypothetical)
case of a BEC that is homogeneous, isotropic and stationary in time. In that case the
symmetry under rotations as well as space- and time translations is preserved. Lorentz
boost invariance is broken, however. This can directly be seen from the state itself or by
taking into consideration that there is a singled out reference frame where the fluid formed
by the BEC is at rest. Another way to formulate this is in terms of the fluid velocity. To a
Bose-Einstein Condensate in equilibrium one can associate a constant fluid (four-) velocity
uµ. In the fluid rest frame it is of the form uµ = (1, 0, 0, 0). (More generally, one may
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define the fluid velocity in the Landau frame such that T 0µ = Tµ0 ∼ uµ.) In the following
we will work in the fluid rest frame unless mentioned otherwise.
While the situation is rather simple and well understood for scalar fields it becomes
somewhat more complicated for other bosonic fields. For example, the electromagnetic field
transforms as a vector under Lorentz transformations so that a Bose-Einstein condensation
that conserves rotations and translations is only conceivable for its temporal component,
which, however, is a gauge degree of freedom. Indeed, a non-zero value A0 that is constant
in space and time does not have a physical significance and can be gauged away. For massive
vector fields the situation is different. As an example, normal nuclear matter contains a
condensate of (the temporal component of) the isospin singlet vector boson ωµ. Similar to
a BEC of massive scalars this would not be possible at vanishing density due to Lorentz-
boost symmetry. However, at non-zero density it is allowed by the symmetries. Since ωµ
is a real singlet field the condensate does not break any continuous internal symmetry and
therefore does not lead to the presence of gapless Goldstone bosons or superfluidity.
Conventional non-relativistic Bose-Einstein Condensates correspond to macroscopic
fields or expectation values for complex scalar fields. A global U(1) symmetry implies via
Noethers theorem the conservation of particle number. A positive value of the associated
chemical potential implies at zero temperature and for a repulsive interaction spontaneous
symmetry breaking and superfluidity.
For more unconventional types of Bose-Einstein condensation such as a BEC of photons
in a cavity [50] particle number may not be exactly conserved. However, excitations in a
particular mode may decay only very slowly or an external source may provide them in a
steady way so that a Bose-Einstein type condensate can occur as a metastable phenomenon
or as a non-equilibrium steady state. The color field condensate discussed in this paper
shows some analogies to the photon condensate. The main distinctions are its occurrence
only as a transient phenomenon and the possible realization of three-dimensional rotation
symmetry while the BEC of photons [50] is two-dimensional.
2 Isotropic and cylindrical color field condensate
A macroscopic value or condensate of the gluon field (Aµ)mn = A
a
µ(t
a)mn necessarily breaks
both Lorentz and color rotation symmetry. (The generators ta are given by the Gell-Mann
matrices, ta = 12λa. We work with signature (−,+ + +).) Moreover, a macroscopic value
of uµ(Aµ)mn = (A0)mn, which would preserve spatial rotation symmetry in the fluid rest
frame, does not have physical meaning. It is gauge-equivalent to (Aµ)mn = 0. By choosing
Weyl gauge one can actually always fix uµ(Aµ)mn = (A0)mn = 0. A first guess may
therefore suggest that for a non-vanishing gluon field condensate of the space components
(Aj)mn also ordinary rotation invariance has to be broken. There is, however, another
possibilty: one can define a modified rotation symmetry which combines ordinary spatial
rotations with a rotation in color space (a gauge transformation). For any observations or
experimental tests these modified rotations do not differ from ordinary rotations since all
gauge invariant objects (gauge symmetry singlets) transform in the normal way.
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In a group theoretic language a rotation invariant situation can be realized by embed-
ding the rotation group O(3) (or its double coverage SU(2)) into the gauge group SU(3).
There are two inequivalent possible embeddings of this type that may be used for our pur-
pose [42]. In the first case the Lie algebra of SU(2) is spanned by the Gell-Mann matrices
λ2, λ5 and λ7. The singlet corresponds to the configuration
(Aj)mn = iσjmn. (2.1)
With respect to the combined rotations the octet of “space-like” gluons (Aj)mn contains
a singlet while the eight components of the temporal part (A0)mn transform as 5 + 3. We
will concentrate on this choice. We mention, however, the possibility of an alternative
embedding where the Lie algebra of SU(2) is spanned by λ1, λ2 and λ3. In this case one
has two possible singlets, a non-trivial one in the spatial part of the gauge field,
(Aj)mn =
1√
2
σ(λj)mn (2.2)
and a trivial one in the temporal part, (A0)mn = σ
′λ8. The temporal part transforms as
3 + 2 + 2 + 1. A residual U(1) symmetry is preserved by the configuration (2.2).
Concentrating on the choice (2.1) the explicit form of the gluon field condensate is
the one of eq. (1.1). The combined rotations act on the gauge fields (A0)mn and (Aj)mn
infinitesimally as
δ(A0)mn = iα
k(tˆk)mp(A0)pn + iα
k(tˆk)np(A0)mp,
δ(Aj)mn = iα
k(tˆk)jp(Ap)mn + iα
k(tˆk)mp(Aj)pn + iα
k(tˆk)np(Aj)mp,
(2.3)
where ~α parametrizes the infinitesimal rotations and (tˆk)mn = −ikmn are the generators
of the SO(3) Lie algebra. For homogeneous fields it is straightforward to verify the in-
variance of the configuration (2.1). For inhomogeneous fields one has to accompany the
transformation (2.3) by a suitable infinitesimal transformation of the space coordinates.
The field configurations which involve only the singlet σ have isotropic energy momen-
tum tensor, Tµν = diag(, p, p, p), with relativistic conformal equation of state  = 3p. For
our normalization of σ the pressure obeys
p = 2g2σ4. (2.4)
In our simple picture the isotropic condensate σ becomes the central carrier of isotropic
pressure at an early stage of the fireball.
The initial gluon field configurations created directly at the collision (possibly associ-
ated to a color glass condensate) have a different symmetry. Originally, the longitudinal
component of the pressure pl may be very small, reflecting approximate free streaming
in the direction of the collision axis. Even negative values of pl could be realized, for
example associated to an “initial color field condensate”. For this initial stage the three
dimensional rotation symmetry is broken down to cylindrical symmetry, i.e. rotation sym-
metry in the two-dimensional plane of x1 and x2, supplemented by rotations of 180 degree
around the x1 axis, (x1, x2, x3) → (x1,−x2,−x3) (or, equivalently, around the x2 axis,
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(x1, x2, x3) → (−x1, x2,−x3)). Field configurations that respect these symmetries are of
the form
A1 =
0, 0, 00, 0, −3γ˜A + iγ˜B + iσ
0, −3γ˜A − iγ˜B − iσ, 0
 ,
A2 =
 0, 0, 3γ˜A − iγ˜B − iσ0, 0, 0
3γ˜A + iγ˜B + iσ, 0, 0
 ,
A3 =
 0, −2iγ˜B + iσ, 0, 02iγ˜B − iσ, 0, 0
0, 0, 0
 .
(2.5)
We associate the initial stage with the cylindrical condensates γ˜A and γ˜B. For γ˜A = 0 the
condensate is symmetric with respect to the discrete charge symmetry C discussed at the
end of section 4.2, while for γ˜B = σ = 0 the discrete CP-symmetry is preserved. The initial
energy-momentum tensor is, in general, far from isotropic.
For the classical Yang-Mills action the contribution of the gluon field to the energy-
momentum tensor reads
Tµν = 2tr FρµF νρ −
1
2
gµν tr FαβFαβ. (2.6)
The trace vanishes, Tµµ = 0; we neglect here the trace anomaly associated to running
couplings. In an isotropic situation the energy momentum tensor takes the form
Tµν = (+ p)uµuν + pgµν , (2.7)
with uµ = (1, 0, 0, 0) in the rest frame. Its expression in terms of “electric” and “magnetic”
gluon fields, Ej = F0j , Bj = −12jklFkl, reads
 = tr (EjEj + BjBj),
p =
1
3
tr (EjEj + BjBj).
(2.8)
This implies the equation of state  = 3p. For a field configuration with a possibly time
dependent but spatially constant isotropic field σ one finds
 = 6(∂0σ)
2 + 6g2σ4, p = /3. (2.9)
In the more general situation of only cylindrical symmetry one has (in the fluid rest
frame)
Tµν = diag(, ptr, ptr, pl) (2.10)
where  is given as in (2.8) and
ptr = tr (E
2
3 + B
2
3),
pl = tr (E
2
1 + E
2
2 −E23 + B21 + B22 −B23).
(2.11)
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The “equation of state” becomes now  = 2ptr+pl, and we may define the average pressure
p = (2ptr + pl)/3 = /3. For the gauge field (2.5) we find (using the relations (5.7), (5.8))
 = 36 (∂0γ˜
A)2 + 12 (∂0γ˜
B)2 + 6 (∂0σ)
2
+ 6 g2
(
3(γ˜A)2 + 2(γ˜B)2 + (γ˜B − σ)2) (9(γ˜A)2 + (γ˜B + σ)2) ,
ptr = 2
(
2∂0γ˜
B − ∂0σ
)2
+ 2g2
(
9(γ˜A)2 + (γ˜B + σ)2
)2
,
pl = − 2ptr.
(2.12)
It is interesting that  and ptr are positive while pl can also be negative. This allows us to
choose initial configurations with vanishing or negative longitudinal pressure.
3 Time evolution of condensates
Even if an isotropic condensate is created in the early stages of an heavy ion collision it
may decay too fast to be relevant for the process of isotropization. We therefore want first
to get an idea how long a gluon field condensate σ could remain an important ingredient.
For this purpose we concentrate on the time evolution of σ and neglect other possible color
field condensates as γ˜A,B.
An estimate of the time evolution of an isotropic condensate contains two aspects. The
first concerns a completely rotation symmetric situation. In this case one can restrict the
discussion to finding an (approximate) field equation for σ and its solution. The second
issue concerns the role of the non-singlet fluctuations. For realistic collision geometries
gradient terms will excite such non-singlet fluctuations even if they were negligible at
a given moment. We expect non-singlet fluctuations to be present at all stages of the
collision. We therefore have to investigate the stability of the proposed rotation symmetric
condensate with respect to non-symmetric excitations. This will be done in sections 4 and 5.
Finding the relevant field equation which describes the time evolution of σ is a rather
complicated task. For a non-equilibrium situation with high particle density it is equivalent
to finding the non-equilibrium effective action [51] from which it can be derived by variation.
The non-equilibrium effective action may differ substantially from the quantum effective
action which describes the vacuum and its excitations at equilibrium. We only know that
it needs to be symmetric under gauge transformations as well as other symmetries relevant
for the non-equilibrium situation. For a first start we will, nevertheless, approximate the
relevant non-equilibrium effective action by the standard yang-Mills action of QCD
L = −1
2
tr FµνF
µν , (3.1)
with
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − ig[AµAν ]. (3.2)
(We neglect quark degrees of freedom in this exploratory study.) We are aware that addi-
tional terms omitted in (3.1) could well lead to an additional stabilization (or destabiliza-
tion) of the condensate. For example, it is easy to construct an (euclidean) effective action
for which the configuration (2.1) constitutes the minimum and is therefore stable.
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Figure 3. Time evolution of the isotropic condensate σ(t) in a homogeneous situation with different
initial values σ(tin) and σ˙(tin).
With the approximation (3.1) the evolution equation for the homogeneous field σ
can be obtained by inserting the gauge field configuration (2.1) into the Yang-Mills field
equation
[Dν ,F
µν ] = 0, Dν = ∂ν − igAν . (3.3)
Equivalently, we can insert (2.1) in the action (3.1),
Lσ = 6(∂0σ)
2 − 4∂jσ∂jσ − 6g2σ4, (3.4)
and vary with respect to σ. One finds
∂2t σ =
2
3
~∇2σ − 2g2σ3. (3.5)
For σ obeying the equation of motion (3.5) the energy density (2.9) is a conserved quantity.
For vanishing spatial gradients eq. (3.5) becomes the equation for an anharmonic os-
cillator,
d2
dt2
(gσ) = −2(gσ)3, (3.6)
that can be solved in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions. Eq. (3.6) is of the same structure as
the time evolution equation for a homogeneous SU(2) gauge field with a specific orientation
in position and color space as investigated in ref. [24] where one can also find a detailed
discussion of its solution. In figure 3 we plot the solution σ(t) for different values of σ(tin)
and σ˙(tin). Note that larger initial values σ(tin) lead to a faster oscillating behavior. Small
values gσ(tin) 1 GeV are practically constant over the time range of 1 fm/c. We also show
two curves with positive σ˙(tin) as suggested by figure 1. To be explicit we have taken tin =
0.4 fm/c, where the σ-condensate starts to dominate in figure 1. In view of this qualitative
behavior “survival times” of the σ-condensate of 1 fm/c or larger seem quite natural.
In a real heavy ion collision the time evolution equations will be modified by different
effects. At early times the most prominent one might be the longitudinal expansion. The
question arises wether the oscillating behavior according to eq. (3.6) is more or less impor-
tant than the dilution effect caused by the longitudinal expansion. As a simple guideline
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Figure 4. Time evolution of condensate σ(t) in a homogeneous situation, initialized at
tin = 0.4 fm/c by the value of σ(tin) taken from the solution in figure 1 (solid line). We also
show the case where both σ(tin) and σ˙(tin) are taken over from the solution in figure 1 (dotted
line). These solutions do not take a longitudinal expansion into account. We compare this to
a power-law decay, σ ∼ t−1/3 (dashed line) as obtained for a Bjorken expansion with isotropic
pressure and under the assumption that the energy density is dominated by the potential energy
of the condensate,  = 6g2σ4.
we compare in figure 4 two very simple scenarios. For the first the time evolution of the
condensate neglects Bjorken expansion. It is initialized at τ = 0.4 fm/c with the values of
σ(tin) taken from the solution in figure 1 (solid line). We also show the solution obtained
when both σ(tin) and σ˙(tin) are taken over from figure 1 (dotted line). The second scenario
is a power law decay, σ ∼ t−1/3, as one gets it for a Bjorken expansion ∂t+ +pt = 0 with
isotropic pressure p = /3 under the assumption that the energy density is dominated by
the potential energy of the condensate,  = 6g2σ4 (dashed line). This comparison seems to
suggest that the dilution effects by the longitudinal expansion are comparable to the time
dependence due to the non-linear term. We conclude that the dilution effect is not strong
enough to reduce the “survival time” below 1 fm/c.
We next proceed to a similar analysis in case of a reduced cylindrical symmetry. For
the homogeneous condensates σ, γ˜A and γ˜B one obtains the equations of motion
d2
dt2
σ = g2
(
γ˜B − σ) (9(γ˜A)2 + (γ˜B + σ)2)
− g2 (γ˜B + σ) (3(γ˜A)2 + 2(γ˜B)2 + (γ˜B − σ)2) ,
d2
dt2
γ˜A =− 1
2
g2γ˜A
(
9(γ˜A)2 + (γ˜B + σ)2
)
− 3
2
g2γ˜A
(
3(γ˜A)2 + 2(γ˜B)2 + (γ˜B − σ)2) ,
d2
dt2
γ˜B =− 1
2
g2
(
3γ˜B − σ) (9(γ˜A)2 + (γ˜B + σ)2)
− 1
2
g2
(
γ˜B + σ
) (
3(γ˜A)2 + 2(γ˜B)2 + (γ˜B − σ)2) .
(3.7)
For γ˜A = γ˜B = 0 the first equation is equivalent to (3.6) while the right hand side of the
second and third equation vanishes as expected from symmetry considerations.
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Figure 5. Time evolution of the CP-even cylindrical condensate γA(t) (dashed line) for an initial-
ization where the isotropic condensate σ and the CP-odd cylindrical condensate γ˜B (and their time
derivatives) vanish initially and therefore at all times.
In figure 1 we show the time evolution for a situation where the isotropic condensate
vanishes initially, σ(0) = 0, but is generated by the time evolution. In this example we have
chosen the initial values of γ˜A(0) and γ˜B(0) such that that the initial longitudinal pressure
pl vanishes and therefore  = 2ptr. The time evolution of the transverse pressure ptr(t),
the longitudinal pressure pl(t) and the conserved energy density  are shown in figure 2.
It is interesting to see that pl and ptr approach each other rather quickly and approxi-
mate isotropization is reached at times of about 0.2 fm/c. In a realistic expansion after a
heavy ion collision additional effects become important. The longitudinal and transverse
expansions have the tendency to reduce all condensates by dilution. One expects that
this results in an effective damping of the oscillations. Furthermore, other non-symmetric
and non-homogeneous modes will by excited. A superposition of such modes has again a
tendency to reduce any oscillatory behavior. Also the production of particles with larger
momenta will damp the color field condensate. Nevertheless, the basic mechanism that
an initial field configuration triggers the onset of a rotation symmetric configuration by
effective source terms in the field equation for σ remains unaffected. The general tendency
that the dynamics of field condensates drives the energy momentum tensor towards an
isotropic situation should be well captured by our model. On the other side we do not see
a strong reason to deviate from isotropy again after it has been reached.
In figure 5 we plot another interesting solution of the evolution equations (3.7). Here
we have chosen the initial isotropic condensate and it’s time derivative to vanish, σ(0) =
σ˙(0) = 0 and similar for one of the cylindrical condensates, γ˜B(0) = ˙˜γB(0) = 0. To-
gether with ˙˜γA′(0) = 0 this implies that the initial energy momentum tensor is of the
form diag(, , ,−). From the evolution equations (3.7) it follows that σ and γ˜B are not
generated in this case. The time dependence of the transverse and longitudinal pressure
in this case are shown in figure 6. Interestingly, the solution shows a periodic behavior
where first the longitudinal pressure quickly grows and becomes positive while the trans-
verse pressure decreases. An isotropic situation is again reached at about t = 0.2 fm/c.
The longitudinal pressure keeps growing, however and at some point one reaches a situa-
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Figure 6. Time evolution of the transverse pressure ptr(t) (solid line), longitudinal pressure pl(t)
(dashed line) and energy density (t) (dotted line) corresponding to the time dependent cylindrical
condensate γ˜A as shown in figure 5.
tion where  = pl and where the transverse pressure ptr vanishes. Again we believe that
this behavior will be modified in a realistic collision but the initial approach towards an
isotropic energy-momentum tensor may reflect qualitatively a realistic situation.
The most important lesson that we can infer from these qualitative investigations is
very simple: the characteristic time scale associated to isotropization is very short in the
presence of substantial color field condensates. Collective effects can lead to fast isotropiza-
tion! We observe that an almost isotropic pressure may be reached only 0.2 fm/c after the
collision — much faster than by the scattering of individual gluons and quarks.
4 Excitations
In the following two sections we investigate small deviations from the isotropic color field
condensate. The stability analysis of these fluctuations serves two purposes. First, the be-
havior of fluctuations with small momenta tells us about the stability of the homogeneous
isotropic configuration with respect to neighboring homogeneous, non-isotropic configura-
tions. The relevant quantity to study is the dispersion relation for a given fluctuation
ω2 = ε2(~p). (4.1)
Positive ε2(~p = 0) ensures stability with respect to homogeneous fluctuations. In this
case effective source terms for the fluctuations which arise, for example, from gradients
generated due to the expansion, induce only small anisotropies of the field configuration.
In the presence of effective damping (due to effects beyond our approximation such as the
expansion of the fireball) initial anisotropies tend to be reduced. Typical classical solutions
are then damped oscillations around the isotropic color field.
In contrast, for negative ω20 = ε
2(~p = 0) (i.e. imaginary ω0) the isotropic solution is
unstable. Anisotropies in the color field will appear within a typical time given by 1/|ω0|.
For too large negative ω20 the isotropic condensate σ would not be a reasonable candidate for
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a good description of the qualitative features of isotropization. We find that ω20 is positive
or zero for all fluctuations if we assume eq. (3.1) as an approximation to the relevant
time dependent effective action. This strengthens the point that the condensate (1.1)
may indeed play an important role for isotropization. A similar study for the alternative
configuration (2.2) is not yet available.
A second issue concerns a possible range of non-zero momenta ~p for which ε2(~p) may
turn negative for some modes. This type of instability has a different interpretation if
momenta are close to “thermal momenta” pTemp and the negative values of ε
2(~p) concern
a whole momentum range. Rather than indicating the generation of a particular coherent
inhomogeneous field, such an instability should be interpreted as a sign of exponential
particle production, with typical momenta of particles in the range where ε2(~p) is negative.
This indicates a (partial) decay of the color field condensate into particles. There is no
reason why local isotropy should be broken by particle production. One simply expects
that the isotropic energy momentum tensor of the color field is transformed to an isotropic
energy momentum tensor describing particles plus a remnant color field. This isotropic
particle production is an important ingredient for the final emergence of a quark gluon
plasma that shares many properties of a thermal equilibrium state.
The overall picture depends on the typical time scale tpp of particle production. In
a rough approximation it may be given by tpp = 1/|ε(pmin)| if ε(~p) has a minimum with
negative values. For large tpp, say tpp > 1 fm/c, the prethermalization of the fireball
may occur in two stages. The first stage produces a color field with almost isotropic
energy momentum tensor and achieves approximate isotropization. In the second stage
the isotropic gluon field condensate decays into a locally isotropic quark gluon plasma.
For tpp substantially smaller than 1 fm/c the distinction between the two stages would be
washed out.
In figure 8 we display the dispersion relation for a typical fluctuation. It shows stability
for small momenta, with ω20 = ε
2(~p = 0) = 2g2σ2. For one of the two modes the function
ε2(~p) gets negative, however, in a range of higher momenta, with minimum for |pmin| =
2
√
g2σ2. The value at the minimum is ε2(pmin) = −2g2σ2. For a typical value gσ ≈
0.1 GeV this indicates a time scale for particle production tpp somewhat above 1 fm/c.
Even in the case of the effective action (3.1) the computation of the dispersion relations
for fluctuations around the isotropic color field is rather involved. While straightforward
in principle, it involves a rather complex diagonalization problem that we describe in this
and the following sections. Dispersion relations of the simple form (4.1) can only be ob-
tained after decomposing the fluctuations into modes according to their transformation
properties with respect to their symmetries, eliminating gauge modes, implementing con-
straints, and finally diagonalizing the stability matrix. We also recall at this place that
the effective action (3.1) is at best an approximation for early stages of the prethermaliza-
tion process. Once the system gets closer to thermal equilibrium the effective action for a
thermal equilibrium system will be a more appropriate approximation. This may change
the qualitative features. It is conceivable that a color field condensate with a temperature
dependent “thermal value” σTemp is present in equilibrium and stable.
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4.1 Modified rotation symmetry
In this paper we use a modified form of rotations under which the gluon field does not trans-
form as a vector Aj and a scalar A0. Different components of the gluon fields transform
as different tensors, with up to three indices. This is due to the gauge transformation that
accompanies rotations. We start our discussion by recalling how infinitesimal rotations act
on a scalar gauge singlet φ,
φ(x0, ~x)→ φ(x0, ~x′) (4.2)
with
x′i =
(
δij − iαl(tˆl)ij
)
xj , (4.3)
and tˆl the standard generators of the SO(3) Lie algebra,
(tˆl)ij = −ilij . (4.4)
For gauge singlet vector fields this is generalized to the standard transformation of a vector
field. In contrast, for the gluon field Aµ = A
a
µt
a space rotations are accompanied by gauge
rotations such that Aµ transforms as
δ(A0)pq(x0, ~x) = iαl
[
(tˆl)pmδqn + δpm(tˆ
l)qn
]
(A0)mn(x0, ~x
′),
δ(Aj)pq(x0, ~x) = iαl
[
(tˆl)jiδpmδqn + δji(tˆ
l)pmδqn + δjiδpm(tˆ
l)qn
]
(Ai)mn(x0, ~x
′).
(4.5)
The indices p, q and m,n are the color indices with possible values 1, 2, 3. Only the first
term ∼ (tˆl)ji in the second equation (4.5) is related to standard space rotations, while all
other infinitesimal variations arise from the special global gauge transformations,
δAµ = i[β,Aµ] (4.6)
with non-zero elements of the hermitian matrix β given by β12 = −β21 = −iα3, β23 =
−β32 = −iα1, β31 = −β13 = −iα2. Being in the adjoint representation of SU(3), the gauge
field is a hermitian and traceless matrix,
Aµ = A
†
µ, tr Aµ = 0. (4.7)
4.2 Decomposition of gauge field
Equation (4.5) states that the spatial components of the gluon field Aj transform as a
(reducible) tensor of rank three under the modified rotation symmetry. It can be decom-
posed as
(Aj)mn = κjmn + γ
A
mkkjn + γ
A
nkkjm + i γ
B
jkkmn + (β
A
m + i β
B
m) δjn + (β
A
n − i βBn ) δjm
−2
3
βAj δmn + i σ jmn. (4.8)
The real field κjmn is a completely symmetric tensor of rank three which is traceless with
respect to all possible contractions. Similarly γAjk and γ
B
jk are real, symmetric and traceless.
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The vector-type fields βAm and β
B
m are real and σ is a real scalar field. We have thereby
decomposed the 3× 8 spatial components of the gauge field according to
24 = 7 + 2× 5 + 2× 3 + 1. (4.9)
Now we turn to the temporal component A0. It transforms as a tensor of rank two
which can be decomposed into
(A0)mn = γ
C
mn + i β
C
l lmn, (4.10)
where γCmn is real, symmetric and traceless and β
C
l is real. Thus, the temporal component
of the gauge field is decomposed according to
8 = 5 + 3, (4.11)
and the the complete field Aµ is reduced as
32 = 7 + 3× 5 + 3× 3 + 1. (4.12)
It is clear that in a situation with three dimensional rotation invariance only the
singlet field σ can be non-zero. A cylindrical symmetry, i.e. rotation invariance in the
x1-x2-plane together with invariance under rotations of 180 degree around the x1 axis,
(x1, x2, x3)→ (x1,−x2,−x3) and around the x2 axis, (x1, x2, x3)→ (−x1, x2,−x3), allows
also non-zero values of the symmetric and traceless tensors of the form
γAmn =
γ˜A, 0, 00, γ˜A, 0
0, 0, −2γ˜A
 , γBmn =
γ˜B, 0, 00, γ˜B, 0
0, 0, −2γ˜B
 , (4.13)
and similar for γCmn.
The decomposition in (4.8) and (4.10) of Aj and A0 into tensor, vector and scalars
under the modified rotation symmetry is not yet sufficient. The dynamical evolution can
mix different terms, for example the scalar can mix with ∂lβ
i
l etc. To facilitate the analysis
of the evolution equations we go therefore a step further and write
βil = ∂lβ
i + βˆil , i = A, . . . , C, (4.14)
where βi are real scalars and βˆil are real, divergence-less vectors, ∂lβˆ
i
l = 0. It is clear that
the constant part of βi does not have a physical meaning, or, in other words, there is a
global shift symmetry βi → βi + ci. With respect to the modified rotation symmetry,
equation (4.14) corresponds to the splitting into 2 + 1 degrees of freedom.
Similarly we decompose the symmetric and traceless rank-two tensors
γimn = γˆ
i
mn + ∂mγˆ
i
n + ∂nγˆ
i
m +
(
∂m∂n − 1
3
δmn∂
2
j
)
γi, i = A, . . . , C, (4.15)
with γˆimn real, traceless and divergence-less tensors, ∂mγˆ
i
mn = 0, γˆ
i
l real, divergence-less
vectors, ∂lγˆ
i
l = 0 and γ
i a real scalar. We use the abbreviation ∂2j =
∑
j ∂j∂j . Again there
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are shift symmetries γˆil → γˆil + cil where cil is constant and γi → γi + ci where ci is a linear
function of space. Eq. (4.15) corresponds to the splitting of degrees of freedom according
to 5 = 2 + 2 + 1.
Finally, the symmetric and traceless rank-three tensor can be written
κjmn = κˆjmn + ∂j κˆmn + ∂mκˆjn + ∂nκˆjm
+
(
∂j∂m − 1
3
δjm∂
2
k
)
κˆn +
(
∂m∂n − 1
3
δmn∂
2
k
)
κˆj +
(
∂n∂j − 1
3
δnj∂
2
k
)
κˆm
+
[
∂j∂m∂n − 1
3
∂2k(δmn∂j + δjn∂m + δjm∂n)
]
κ,
(4.16)
where κˆjmn is real, symmetric, traceless and divergence-less with respect to all indices, κˆmn
is real, symmetric, traceless and divergence-less with shift symmetry κˆmn → κˆmn + cmn,
κˆm is a real, divergence-less vector with shift symmetry κˆm → κˆm+cm where cm is a linear
function of space and similarly κ is a real scalar with shift symmetry κ→ κ+ c where c is
now a maximally quadratic function of space. This splitting corresponds to 7 = 2+2+2+1
independent degrees of freedom.
Rotation symmetry implies that scalars, divergence-less vectors, traceless second and
divergence-less second and third rank tensors cannot mix. The (linearized) field equations
become block-diagonal in these components. On the other side, mixing between the dif-
ferent fields of a given type is possible and expected. For example, the 8 scalars κ, γi, βi
and σ are allowed to mix. Some of these fields will be identified below as gauge degrees of
freedom, but the remaining propagator for the physical fields will have to be diagonalized.
In addition to the continuous rotation symmetry there are discrete symmetries that
can be used to classify the different representations in (4.8) and (4.10). This will further
split the blocks into smaller sub-blocks. For example charge conjugation even end odd
fields cannot mix. Indeed, it is easy to see that the Yang-Mills Lagrangian is invariant
under “color charge conjugation” C
Aµ → −A∗µ. (4.17)
The fields κjmn, γ
A
mn, β
A
m and γ
C
mn are odd with respect to this transformation while the
fields γBmn, β
B
m, σ and β
C
m are even.
Another discrete symmetry is parity P, (x0, xj) → (x0,−xj). With respect to space
reflections the gluon field transforms as a vector,
(A0,Aj)→ (A0,−Aj), (4.18)
such that the fields κjmn, γ
A
mn, γ
B
mn, β
A
m, β
B
m and σ are odd while γ
C
mn and β
C
m are even. A
non-vanishing isotropic condensate σ or cylindrical condensate γ˜A, γ˜B does break parity.
One can show that time inversion T is broken in a similar way such that the combined
symmetry CPT is conserved.
One may wonder whether space parity reflections can be combined with a suitable
discrete gauge transformation such that the color field condensate (1.1) remains invariant.
This would require the existence of a unitary matrix UP, U
†
PUP = 1, with the property
UP A
(σ)
j U
†
P = −A(σ)j . (4.19)
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Here A(σ) is the color field according to eq. (1.1), and (4.19) has to hold for all space like
components Aj . If a matrix obeying (4.19) can be found we can define a combined parity
from the transformations (4.19) and (4.18) under which σ is invariant. For gauge singlets
this modified parity would correspond to standard parity transformations. A matrix UP
obeying eq. (4.19) would have to anti-commute with the three Gell-Mann matrices λ2,
λ5 and λ7. No such matrix exists, however, and we conclude that that the isotropic
color field (1.1) indeed breaks parity and time reversal. While this is possible for the
non-equilibrium situation of the expanding fireball, it seems less likely that such a parity
violating condensate persists in thermal equilibrium.
The situation is actually similar for the alternative isotropic gauge field (2.2). Again,
the singlet σ is odd under space-parity transformations P. No unitary matrix exists which
anti-commutes simultaneous with λ1, λ2 and λ3, such that no modified parity can be
defined with σ even. With respect to color charge conjugation C the components A
(σ)
1
and A
(σ)
3 change sign while A
(σ)
2 is invariant. One can find a unitary matrix such that
UCA
(σ)
1,3U
†
C = −A(σ)1,3 and UCA(σ)2 U †C = A(σ)2 . This is realized by
UC =
0, −i, 0i, 0, 0
0, 0, 1
 . (4.20)
Thus for the ansatz (2.2) σ remains invariant if color charge conjugation is combined with
this particular gauge transformation.
5 Stability analysis
For a stability analysis we have to identify the physical modes that correspond to excitations
on the on the isotropic background (1.1). Conceptually, one linearizes the Yang-Mills field
equations
[Dν ,F
µν ] = 0, Dν = ∂ν − igAν , (5.1)
in small deviations of the gauge field from the background. (The background obeys itself
eq. (5.1).) We concentrate on the case where the time dependence of σ is small enough to be
neglected. In other words, we linearize around a homogeneous and static background (1.1).
This approximation assumes also that a possible parametric resonance due to the oscillating
behavior of the condensate, which was shown to lead to a subdominant instability band in
ref. [24], has only a weak effect. To investigate the implications of this parametric resonance
in our formalism one would have to solve the time evolution equations for the fluctuations
around an oscillating background. For a constant background one can use gauge fixing in
order to eliminate the pure gauge modes. We will use the Weyl gauge A0 = 0.
In practice, we proceed somewhat differently. We first evaluate the action up to terms
quadratic in the non-singlet fluctuations, inserting A0 = 0. Rotation symmetry forbids
that there are terms linear in the non-singlet fields, and we may call the result the gauge
fixed quadratic action. Any solution of the linearized eq. (5.1) has to obey the equations
that follow from the variation of this quadratic action. The linearized field equations (5.1)
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also contain an equation which arises from the variation of the action (3.1) with respect
to A0, corresponding to µ = 0 in eq. (5.1). This equation is not contained in the variation
of the gauge fixed quadratic action, since A0 has been set before the variation. The µ = 0
component of (5.1) has therefore to be imposed in addition. It will act as an additional
constraint for the solutions of the field equations derived from the gauge fixed quadratic
action. Once this constraint is imposed we can diagonalize the quadratic action and extract
the dispersion relations for the physical modes.
5.1 Gauge fixing
Infinitesimal SU(3) gauge transformations act on the field Aµ = A
a
µt
a according to
δAaµ =
1
g
∂µα
a + fabcAaµα
c =
1
g
Dµα
a (5.2)
or, in a representation as in (4.5) with αmn = α
a(ta)mn a hermitean and traceless 2 × 2
matrix,
δ(Aµ)mn =
1
g
∂µαmn − i(Aµ)mpαpn + iαmp(Aµ)pn. (5.3)
We now write the matrix αmn as
αmn = χmn + i ζl lmn. (5.4)
Here χmn is a real, symmetric and traceless matrix and ζl is a real vector. Different gauges
can be fixed by making appropriate choices of χmn and ζl.
Gauge fixing conditions that might be particularly useful in the present context are
Weyl gauge (A0)mn = 0, or Coulomb gauge, Dj(Aj)mn = 0. In terms of the decomposi-
tion (4.8), (4.10) the Weyl gauge corresponds to γCmn = β
C
l = 0. We will adopt Weyl gauge
and therefore eliminate the gauge degrees of freedom γCmn and β
C
l . One observes that the
Weyl gauge is not complete in the sense that it fixes only the time dependence of αmn. One
can in addition choose a time-independent αmn such that also Dj(Aj)mn = 0 is obeyed for
a given time t. On the level of the linearized field equations this property is conserved due
to constraint equations, see appendix D.
5.2 Decomposition of the Lagrangian in Weyl gauge
Next we discuss the form of the Lagrangian in terms of those fields that form irreducible rep-
resentations of the modified rotation symmetry. The gluon contribution to the Lagrangian
in the presence of an external source is
L = −1
2
tr FµνFµν + 2 tr AµJ
µ = tr(EjEj −BjBj) + 2 tr AµJµ. (5.5)
Here we have added sources Jµ that can also be decomposed in term of irreducible repre-
sentations, see appendix A. The field strength tensor
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − ig[Aµ,Aν ], (5.6)
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contains the color electric fields
Ej = F0j = ∂0Aj − ∂jA0 − ig[A0,Aj ] (5.7)
and the color magnetic fields
Bj = −1
2
jklFkl = jkl (∂lAk − igAlAk) . (5.8)
Let us now discuss the contributions of the different fields in (4.8) and (4.10) to the
Lagrangian. We first set all fields to zero except the singlet σ. It’s color electric and
magnetic fields are
(Ej)mn = i(∂0σ) jmn,
(Bj)mn = i(∂mσ) δjn − i(∂nσ) δjm − i g σ2 jmn.
(5.9)
The Lagrangian reads
Lσ = 6(∂0σ)
2 − 4 ∂mσ∂mσ − 6 g2σ4. (5.10)
The field equation for σ is given by eq. (3.5) and the homogeneous background solves
eq. (3.6). Denoting by δσ the small deviations from the background the quadratic action
for δσ becomes
δLσ = 6(∂0δσ)
2 − 4∂mδσ∂mδσ − 36σ2δσ2 − 24σ3δσ. (5.11)
Note that δσ mixes with other scalar excitations as taken into account by a corresponding
term in eq. (C.6).
We next evaluate the action for the other excitations. The contribution from color
electric fields is particularly simple in Weyl gauge,
tr EjEj = (∂0κjmn)
2 + 6(∂0γ
A
mn)
2 + 2(∂0γ
B
mn)
2
+
20
3
(∂0β
A
m)
2 + 4(∂0β
B
m)
2 + 6(∂0σ)
2.
(5.12)
Here the squares are shorthands including index summations, i.e. (∂0γ
A
mn)
2 =∑
m,n ∂0γ
A
mn∂0γ
A
mn. In terms of the decomposition (4.14)–(4.16) eq. (5.12) becomes
tr EjEj = (∂0κˆjmn)
2
+3(∂0∂j κˆmn)
2 + 6(∂0γˆ
A
mn)
2 + 2(∂0γˆ
B
mn)
2
+
8
3
(∂0∂m∂nκj)
2 + 12(∂0∂j γˆ
A
m)
2 + 4(∂0∂j γˆ
B
m)
2 +
20
3
(∂0βˆ
A
m)
2 + 4(∂0βˆ
B
m)
2
+
2
3
(∂0∂m∂n∂jκ)
2+4(∂0∂m∂nγ
A)2+
4
3
(∂0∂m∂nγ
B)2+
20
3
(∂0∂mβ
A)2+4(∂0∂mβ
B)2
+6(∂0σ)
2. (5.13)
The contribution from color magnetic fields is more complicated. For general Aj it reads
−trBjBj = tr
[
(∂lAk)(∂kAl)− (∂lAk)(∂lAk)
− 2ig (∂lAk)AkAl + 2ig (∂lAk)AlAk
− g2AlAkAkAl + g2AlAkAlAk
]
.
(5.14)
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In the presence of the condensate σ, eq. (5.14) contributes in general terms that are linear,
quadratic, cubic and quartic in the remaining fields in the decomposition (4.8). However,
the requirement of rotation and discrete charge conjugation invariance leads to important
restrictions. For example, a linear term must be rotation invariant and even under the
discrete charge symmetry. The only possibilities are therefore the scalar fields δσ, γB and
βB. Using eq. (B.4) gives the contribution
L (1) = 16gσ2∂2l β
B, (5.15)
in addition to the term linear in δσ in (5.11). For constant σ eq. (5.15) is a total derivative
and can be dropped.
Terms following from eq. (5.14) that are quadratic in the gluon fields different from the
condensate can be obtained from a formula derived in appendix B. It is clear that terms with
different transformation properties under generalized rotations and charge conjugations do
not mix. This holds also for the time derivative terms in (5.13). It is therefore useful to
discuss the different representations separately. We display here only the contribution due
to the divergence-less and trace-less rank-three tensor with odd charge parity,
L (2) = (∂0κˆjmn)
2 − (∂kκˆjmn)2 − 2g2σ2(κˆjmn)2 + 4gσ κˆlmn(∂j κˆlmk)jnk. (5.16)
Corresponding terms for the other excitations can be found in appendix C.
5.3 Constrained lagrangian and dispersion relations
The constraints arising from the µ = 0 component of the field equation (5.1) are derived
in appendix D. Here we display directly the contribution to the quadratic lagrangian from
fields in different representations of the (modified) rotation group after the constraints
are taken into account. From there the dispersion relations are computed by performing
the remaining diagonalizations. The tensor of rank three κˆjmn is not constrained. Its
contribution to the lagrangian (5.16) is therefore not modified. The dispersion relations for
the two independent components are determined in momentum space. Choosing without
loss of generality ~p = (0, 0, p) one can write using the symmetry and traceless conditions
κˆ111 = −κˆ122 = −κˆ221 = −κˆ212 = a,
κˆ222 = −κˆ211 = −κˆ112 = −κˆ121 = b.
(5.17)
All other components vanish since κˆjmn is divergence-less, pj κˆjmn = 0. Using (5.17)
in (5.16) allows us to determine the inverse propagator as a 2 × 2 matrix in the space
of (a, b). The zeros of the determinant yield the dispersion relations which read (with
p =
√
~p2, σ =
√
σ2 and g > 0)
p20 = ~p
2 + 2g2σ2 + 4pgσ, (5.18)
and
p20 = ~p
2 + 2g2σ2 − 4pgσ, (5.19)
respectively. Graphical representations are shown in figure 7. Note that the second mode
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Figure 7. Dispersion relations for κˆjmn in the presence of the condensate σ.
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Figure 8. Dispersion relations for γˆAmn in the presence of the condensate σ.
is unstable for momenta in the range
(6− 4
√
2)g2σ2 < ~p2 < (6 + 4
√
2)g2σ2. (5.20)
Let us now come to the tensors of rank two with odd charge parity. The constraint
in (D.4) can be used e.g. to eliminate κˆmn from eq. (C.1). One is left with two independent
modes for γˆAmn. Their dispersion relations are
p20 =
108g4σ4 + 180g3σ3p+ 108g2σ2p2 + 25gσp3 + 5p4
6(9g2σ2 + 3gσp+ p2)
(5.21)
and
p20 =
108g4σ4 − 180g3σ3p+ 108g2σ2p2 − 25gσp3 + 5p4
6(9g2σ2 − 3gσp+ p2) . (5.22)
A graphical representation is shown in figure 8. Both modes are stable.
The rank two tensors with even charge parity are not constrained. From eq. (C.2) one
obtains the dispersion relations for the two independent modes
p20 = p
2 + 2gσp,
p20 = p
2 − 2gσp. (5.23)
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Figure 9. Dispersion relations for γˆBmn in the presence of the condensate σ.
The second mode is again unstable for a range of small spatial momenta. We observe the
absence of a gap, i.e. ε(~p = 0) = 0. A graphical representation is shown in figure 9.
The vectors with odd charge parity in (C.3) are constrained by (D.5) which can be
used e.g. to eliminate κˆn. Due to the mixing between the remaining components γˆ
A
m and
βˆAm the dispersion relations for the four independent excitations are somewhat complicated
and we do not discuss them further here. For the vectors with even charge parity the
constraint in (D.9) can be used to eliminate γˆBm. Again we do not discuss the remaining
independent excitations further here.
Let us now come to scalar valued excitations with odd charge parity. With help of
eq. (D.8) one can eliminate κ from eq. (C.5). The remaining components γA and βA
still mix and the dispersion relations can be obtained from the determinant of the inverse
propagator matrix in the space of (γA, βA),
det
(
4p20p
4+216g2σ2p20p
2−4p6−168g2σ2p4−432g4σ4p2, −72gσp20p2 + 144g3σ3p2
−72gσp20p2 + 144g3σ3p2 , 923 p20p2 − 20p4 − 128g2σ2p2
)
=0.
(5.24)
A graphical representation of the corresponding dispersion relations is shown in figure 10.
Both modes are stable.
Finally, in the sector of scalar excitations with even charge parity one has to take
the constraint (D.10) as well as the mixing with excitations of the scalar field δσ around
the constant value σ into account. The dispersion relations can be obtained from the
determinant of the inverse propagator matrix in the space of (βB, δσ),
det
(
4p20p
2 + 12g2σ2p20 − 12g2σ2p2 − 4p4 , −6gσp20 − 10gσp2
−6gσp20 − 10gσp2 , 9p20 − 9p2 − 36g2σ2
)
= 0. (5.25)
A graphical representation of the dispersion relations is shown in figure 11. We see again
a gapless mode.
Comparing the different figures of this section it is apparent that the isotropic color
field condensate is essentially stable with respect to homogeneous fluctuations or, more
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Figure 10. Dispersion relations for scalar excitations with odd charge parity in the presence of the
condensate σ.
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Figure 11. Dispersion relations for scalar excitations with even charge parity in the presence of
the condensate σ.
generally, fluctuations with small momenta. There is a small instability for γˆBmn, cf. figure 9.
For momenta close to zero the associated time scale for the instability is large, however.
More sizeable instabilities occur for momenta of the order (1 − 2)gσ, cf. figures 8 and 9.
As discussed above, they indicate particle production, with time scales around 1 fm/c.
6 Conclusions
The high gluon occupation numbers produced in the initial stage of a heavy ion colli-
sion may find a simple qualitative description in terms of color field condensates or gluon
field condensates. The dynamics of color fields describes collective excitations and differs
strongly from scattering processes involving a few coherent gluons. It provides for an ef-
ficient mechanism to achieve an approximate isotropy of the pressure on short time scales
of about 0.2 fm/c. We discuss solutions of the Yang-Mills field equations that demonstrate
this generic effect. They may provide a simple qualitative explanation for the findings of
the numerical simulations in ref. [30].
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This paper puts particular emphasis on the possible role of an isotropic color field con-
densate. Gluon fields with rotation symmetry can be realized if the rotations of the vector
components are compensated by suitable gauge transformations. If such a condensate dom-
inates, the energy momentum tensor is isotropic. The decay of the isotropic condensate
into particles will preserve the isotropy of the pressure. Our stability analysis suggests that
an isotropic color field condensate could play an important role in time between 0.2 fm/c
and 1–2 fm/c after the collision. Its decay may be the main source of the production of
gluons with isotropically distributed thermal momenta.
A Decomposition of source terms
We display here how an external source term for the color field transforms under modified
rotations. The discussion is best done in terms of the representation
(Jµ)mn = J
µatamn. (A.1)
One can decompose (J0)mn and (Jj)mn similarly as the gauge field in (4.8) and (4.10),
(Jj)mn =(Jκ)jmn + (JγA)mkkjn + (JγA)nkkjm + i (JγB )jkkmn (A.2)
+ ((JβA)m + i (JβB )m) δjn + ((JβA)n − i (JβB )n) δjm−
2
3
(JβA)jδmn + i Jσ jmn,
and
(J0)mn = (JγC )mn + i (JβC )llmn. (A.3)
A generic external source breaks the modified rotation invariance. An exception is the
source for the singlet field Jσ.
B Calculation of linear and quadratic terms
In this appendix we discuss the calculation of contributions to the Lagrangian that are
quadratic in the perturbations around the color field condensate. We start from eq. (5.14)
and insert the decomposition (we use j for the matrix with components jmn)
Aj = A˜j + iσ0 j (B.1)
where A˜j stands for all components in (4.8) except the constant scalar part. We drop then
all terms that are not quadratic in A˜j . This gives
L2 = tr
[
(∂lA˜k)(∂kA˜l)− (∂lA˜k)(∂lA˜k)
+ gσ0
(
2(∂lA˜k)A˜kl + 2(∂lA˜k)kA˜l − 2(∂lA˜k)A˜lk − 2(∂lA˜k)lA˜k
)
+ g2σ20
(
A˜lA˜kkl − A˜lA˜klk + A˜lkA˜kl − A˜lkA˜lk
+ A˜lkkA˜l − A˜lklA˜k + lA˜kA˜kl − lA˜kA˜lk
+ lA˜kkA˜l − lA˜klA˜k + lkA˜kA˜l − lkA˜lA˜k
)]
.
(B.2)
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Using partial integration, the cyclic property of the trace and properties of the  tensor
this can be reduced a bit further to
L2 = ∂k(A˜k)mn∂l(A˜l)nm − ∂l(A˜k)mn∂l(A˜k)nm
+ 2 g σ0
[
∂l(A˜k)mn
[
(A˜k)nilim + (A˜l)imkni − (A˜l)nikim − (A˜k)imlni
] ]
+ g2σ20
[
− 2(A˜l)mn
[
(A˜l)nm + (A˜l)mn
]
+ 2(A˜l)mn(A˜m)nl − 4(A˜m)mn(A˜k)nk
+ (A˜l)mn(A˜k)ij [kniljm + lnikjm]
]
.
(B.3)
In a similar way one obtains the contribution that is linear in A˜j ,
L1 = 2i∂k(A˜l)mn [(∂lσ)knm − (∂kσ)lnm]
+ 4igσ2
[
∂n(A˜m)mn − ∂m(A˜n)mn
]
− 4ig2σ3(A˜l)mnlmn.
(B.4)
From these expressions one can obtain the specific expressions used in section 5.
C Gauged fixed quadratic action
In this appendix we display the quadratic action for the non-singlet excitations in Weyl
gauge. The piece for the totally symmetric rank three tensor is already given by eq. (5.16).
For divergence-less tensors of rank two with odd charge parity one gets
L (3) = 3(∂0∂iκˆmn)
2 + 6(∂0γˆ
A
mn)
2
− 6g2σ2(∂iκˆmn)2 − 2(∂i∂j κˆmn)2 + 8gσ (∂iκˆmn)(∂i∂j κˆmk)jnk
− 12g2σ2(γˆAmn)2 − 2(∂iγˆAmn)2 − 4gσ γˆAmn(∂j γˆAmk)jnk
+ 4gσ (∂iκˆmn)(∂iγˆ
A
mn)− 4(∂iγˆAmn)(∂i∂j κˆmk)jnk.
(C.1)
Similarly, the contribution of rank-two tensors with even charge parity is
L (4) = 2(∂0γˆ
B
mn)
2 − 2(∂iγˆBmn)2 + 4gσ γˆBmn(∂j γˆBmk)jnk, (C.2)
while the contribution from vectors with odd charge parity reads
L (5) =
8
3
(∂0∂i∂j κˆm)
2 + 12(∂0∂iγˆ
A
m)
2 +
20
3
(∂0βˆ
A
m)
2
− 16
9
(∂i∂j∂mκn)
2 − 16
3
(∂i∂jκm)
2g2σ2 +
32
9
gσ(∂i∂mκˆn)(∂i∂m∂j κˆk)jnk
− 10(∂i∂j γˆAm)2 − 24g2σ2(∂iγˆAm)2 − 4gσ(∂iγˆAn )(∂i∂j γˆAk )jnk
− 14
3
(∂iβˆ
A
m)
2 − 80g2σ2(βˆAm)2 + 20gσβˆAn (∂j βˆAk )jnk
+
16
3
gσ(∂i∂j κˆm)(∂i∂j γˆ
A
m)−
8
3
(∂iκˆn)(∂i∂j γˆ
A
k )jnk
− 8
3
(∂i∂j κˆm)(∂i∂j βˆm)
− 48gσ(∂iγˆAm)(∂iβˆAm) + 4(∂iγˆAn )(∂i∂j βˆAk )jnk,
(C.3)
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and the contribution from vectors with even charge parity is given by
L (6) = 4(∂0∂j γˆ
B
m)
2 + 4(∂0βˆ
B
m)
2
− 2(∂i∂j γˆBm)2 + 4gσ(∂iγBn )(∂i∂jγBk )jnk
− 2(∂iβˆBm)2 − 8g2σ2(βˆBm)2 − 4gσβˆBn (∂jβBk )jnk
− 4(∂iγˆBn )(∂i∂j βˆBk )jnk.
(C.4)
Finally, the scalar fields with odd charge parity contribute
L (7) =
2
3
(∂0∂i∂j∂mκ)
2 + 4(∂0∂i∂jγ
A)2 +
20
3
(∂0∂iβ
A)2
− 4
9
(∂i∂j∂m∂nκ)
2 − 4
3
g2σ2(∂i∂j∂mκ)
2
− 4(∂i∂j∂mγA)2 − 8g2σ2(∂i∂jγA)2
− 4(∂i∂jβA)2 − 80g2σ2(∂iβA)2
+
8
9
gσ(∂i∂j∂mκ)(∂i∂j∂mγ
A)
− 32gσ(∂i∂jγA)(∂i∂jβA),
(C.5)
and the scalar fields with even charge parity yield
L (8) =
4
3
(∂0∂i∂jγ
B)2 + 4(∂0∂iβ
B)2
− 4
9
(∂i∂j∂mγ
B)2
− 4(∂i∂jβB)2 − 8g2σ2(∂iβB)2
− 8
3
(∂2j δσ)(∂
2
l γ
B) + 32gσ(δσ)(∂2l β
B).
(C.6)
Terms quadratic in δσ have already been taken into account in eq. (5.11).
D Constraint equations
We have neglected the temporal component of the gauge field (A0)mn so far by choosing
Weyl gauge. There is, however, one important set of equations we did not take into account
so far. It is obtained from variation of the Lagrangian with respect to (A0)mn,
∂j(Ej)mn − ig(Aj)mk(Ej)kn + ig(Ej)mk(Aj)kn = Dj(Ej)mn = 0. (D.1)
We use now again Weyl gauge where one has the relation (Ej)mn = ∂0(Aj)mn. Moreover,
we write the gluon field as
(Aj)mn = iσjmn + (A˜j)mn, (D.2)
where the condensate σ is assumed to be constant in time and space. Expanding eq. (D.1)
to linear order in (A˜j)mn gives
∂0
[
∂j(A˜j)mn + gσjmk(A˜j)kn − gσjkn(A˜j)mk
]
= 0. (D.3)
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This can be divided into a tensor type constraint
∂0
[
∂j κjmn+kjn(∂jγ
A
mk)+kjm(∂jγ
A
nk)+∂mβ
A
n +∂nβ
A
m−
2
3
∂jβ
A
j δmn−6 gσ γAmn
]
=0, (D.4)
and a vector type constraint
∂0
[
∂kγ
B
jk + jmn∂nβ
B
m + ∂jδσ − 2 gσ βBj
]
=0. (D.5)
In terms of the decomposition (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16) the constraint (D.4) corresponds
to the tensor type condition
∂0
[
∂2j κˆmn + ∂j γˆ
A
mkjnk + ∂j γˆ
A
nkjmk − 6gσγˆAmn
]
= 0, (D.6)
the vector type condition
∂0∂m
[
2
3
∂2j κˆn + ∂j γˆ
A
k jnk + βˆ
A
n − 6gσ γˆAn
]
= 0, (D.7)
and the scalar type condition
∂0∂m∂n
[
1
3
∂2j κ+ 2β
A − 6gσγA
]
= 0. (D.8)
Similarly, the constraint (D.5) corresponds to the vector type condition
∂0
[
∂2k γˆ
B
m − ∂j βˆBk jmk − 2gσ βˆBm
]
= 0 (D.9)
and the scalar type condition
∂0∂m
[
2
3
∂2kγ
B + δσ − 2gσβB
]
= 0. (D.10)
One can use the remaining gauge freedom within Weyl gauge to make sure that the quanti-
ties within the brackets in eqs. (D.6)–(D.10) are not only conserved but vanish identically.
One sees that this allows to express the fields κˆmn, κˆm, κ, γˆ
B
m and γ
B in terms of other,
independent, fields.
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